
TINGER ARMOR 



Шагни в неизведанное 

Thousands of ATV, quad, snowmobile, and 
car owners praise Tinger T trailers for their 
versatility.

Multi-purpose Tinger trailers provide 
ample opportunities for their owners - 
whether hunting or fishing, working in the 
country or having a picnic with friends and 

Multi-purpose floating trailer

family. A sturdy steel frame and a body made 
with 10mm-thick high density polyethylene 
HDPE make this trailer a trusted companion in 
traversing off-road terrain in years to come. 
Even at full load it doesn’t yield to water 
barriers. All this makes Tinger T a unique and 
reliable assistant in cross-country terrain.



A reliable Tinger T trailer is a trusted 
companion for hunters and fishermen.

A reinforced frame and a waterproof, 
impact-resistant body allow Tinger T to 
traverse woods and swamps and conquer 
water barriers while carrying 300 kg of cargo.

Effortlessly carry your game and 
cargo thanks to impressive 2 m3 of 
useful payload volume.

Essential for hunting or fishing

A tall hardtop frame and robust removable 
top allow to comfortably wait for foul 
weather to pass. You can use Tinger T as a 
tent for 3 people when you need to spend 
the night in the open air.

A versatile multi-function Tinger T trailer 
is a potent companion for a hunter!



Tinger T trailers are durable and 
spacious. With payload capacity of over 
300 kg they are invaluable for transporting 
crops, building materials, and tools.

Reliability and durability is ensured by 
reinforced welded steel frame protected by 
polymer powder sprayed coating and extra 
robust but light composite HDPE body.

Housekeeping assistant

High-density polyethylene HDPE 
withstands impacts, water, and sun. It will 
never corrode and will retain its properties 
in temperature range from -40 to +40 
degrees Celsius for many years.



Tinger T trailer is a smart solution for 
outdoor activities in big groups.

A large and spacious trailer can 
accommodate up to 8 people for camping 
and carry all your cargo and tools for 
outdoor recreation in comfort.

Hardtop roof with dedicated railings 
provides additional room for extra payload 

One trailer for everyone

or even a motorboat! Soft padded seats 
ensure you enjoy every trip while tall 
frame with removable top protects you 
from foul weather. This trailer can be 
transformed into a tent to ensure you 
spend the night in comfort. Enjoy outdoor 
activities in a large party of friends and let 
Tinger T do all the work.



Tinger T4 was designed for extreme 
conditions. Special low-pressure tires allow 
the trailer to traverse almost any terrain and 
water barriers.

Look after yourself and your close ones 
while on the go. If required, the trailer 
converts from a comfortable gazebo into a 
full sized tent for 3. Easily convertible seats, 

Your family will appreciate it

hardtop and high-grade waterproof top 
will provide you with the perfect place for 
a calm and relaxed sleep wherever you 
are. Hitch the trailer to your car or ATV, 
load it with your gear, drive to the location, 
unload your gear and convert the trailer 
into a comfortable gazebo. The true 
essence of convenience.



Tinger T4’s soft padded seats comfortably accommodate 
up to 8 people when camping.



Defy winter

Tinger TS is a trusted companion and 
assistant during snowy winters. Use your 
Tinger TS trailer with any snowmobile from 
any manufacturer. Special ski modules 
allow to cross deep snow at high speeds 
while hard and waterproof body made with 
10mm-thick light and durable HDPE material 
keeps the water out. High-grade removable 
top will protect you from the wind and 
snow. Tinger T’s versatility will ease you of 
unnecessary troubles - you can easily 
transform your Tinger TS with ski module 
to a wheeled Tinger T4 and back!
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